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Ash is a strange medium which is loaded with inherent
meaning. For me, there is something very exciting about
taking a material that has been discarded and attempting to
give it new life by giving it a form that resembles what it once
was.
- NH

Front and back cover: Down on their Luck (detail), 2016, ash,
polymer, oils, wax, timber veneer on canvas panels, 183 x 225cm.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
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is created from ash collected from bush fires across Tasmania.
These natural monochromatic tones are layered on to the

determine our ecological and social relationships. Destruction,
rebirth, and forgotten histories are brought into light through
Hewitt’s political portrait of contemporary Australia. Recinder is a
reflection on a history, a land, and an identity contested.
30 April - 19 May
Gallery Central, Perth
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Collectively, these works speak about more than just a natural
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canvases to create a series of vulnerable and uneasy landscapes.
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Ghosts on the Tarn Shelf, 2017, ash, polymer on canvas
panels, 183 x 225cm. Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
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THE SL OW BURN OF DEVOTIONAL LANDSCAPES
A RECENT PROJECT BY NIGEL HEWITT
by Margaret Moore

Nigel Hewitt’s recent brooding landscapes are elegiac in tenor,
H EW I T T

witness to shifting perspectives on our engagement with the
Australian environment. His sombre and grainy bush views are

depictions of botanical species or fragments reproduced
from notable Australian art historical images, interrupt select
monochrome picture planes as if confirming that these works
are intentionally layered, interventionist and burdened. Within
the much lauded and abiding Australian landscape painting
tradition, Hewitt’s works are meant to unsettle, and do
encourage questions of what contested histories or actions they
might elude. Recinder proves to be a personal interjection to
the painting landscape tradition rather than a confluence of it.

Reformation, 2017, ash, polymer,
oils on canvas panels, 183 x 183cm.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
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fertile nature. They are paradoxically dense yet bereft. Coloured
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the palette one might expect in pictorial tributes to a verdant or
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hauntingly beautiful and yet their darkness seems antithetical to

R EC I N D ER

seemingly a psalm to ecology and conservation, or to bear
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When invited to write a passage to accompany
this exhibition, it was the first time in a long time
that I had call to visit Hewitt in his studio. I was
enticed to write when first scrolling the images
on screen of this newest work. What appeared
in front of me were dusky landscapes, fresh yet
laden with the weight of pictorial mythologies

N I G EL

monumentality, as well as casting a surveillancelike distance between viewer and location. Most

N I G E L

|

of panels seemed to further enhance this

|

poignant was the revelation that these ‘paintings’
were made from ash, collected from fires in

H E WI T T
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The grid resulting from the segmentation

R EC I N D ER
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and a pervading sense of loss or memoriam.

the Australian bush, and constructed through a
meticulous application that errs upon reverence.
This project has been six years in the making.

Yield (study for Woven), 2015, ash,
polymer, oils on canvas panels, 153 x
183cm. Photograph by Julien Scheffer, 2018.
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Ghosts of Change (Pinus Radiata), 2017,
ash, polymer on canvas panels, 122 x 182cm.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.

H E WI T T

The image is created from small pyramids of ash
that have been collected from burns around the
State. When you view this image from a distance it
almost looks photographic but as you move closer
to investigate the detail, this detail disappears
until, up close, you are confronted with a digitised
abstraction in burnt ash. The result is in some
way a metaphor for the disappearing landscape.
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At first it is hard to reconcile the fragile and

In these tubs the innate power

volatile property of ash as the medium for these

of ash as a residue, as a symbol

immaculate and commanding works. These

of destruction and reduction is

works wear their digitised or pixelated character

palpable. The smell is transporting

with honesty. Hewitt has devised a laborious

to fire, charcoal, embers, and dust.

though imaginative method of application that

It is redolent of the forces of fire as a

is a measured reconstruction of photographic

source of violation and regeneration

references. Engagement with the ash medium

and this force is embedded in Hewitt’s

in the studio was imperative, before calculating

body of work on exhibition in Recinder.

its impact, and comprehending the gravitas
and visual complexity of this work. Prior to
contemplating the tableaux around the walls
it was a privilege to take in pools of ash filling
plastic tubs mimicking a pantone grey scale,
particular preciousness of white ash and its
importance to colour blending.

Down on their Luck, 2016, ash,
polymer, oils, wax, timber veneer
on canvas panels, 183 x 225cm.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
(With a detail of the same work.)
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from dark to light, with the artist conveying the
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In recent years Hewitt has resided between Western
Australia and Tasmania, periodically immersed in the
bushland in each place. He has seen first hand the
aftermath of fires in the John Forrest National Park
in the Perth hills and in the Dunalley fires of 2013 on
the east coast of Tasmania. He has also acquainted
himself with the activity of wood chipping old growth

N I G EL

scarified land of felled and charred logs adjacent to
pristine bush. All of which has impelled him to address
this affront to nature in art. It is as though his charged
determination has been unleashed in this series of work
impetus it is apparent the impulse was both visceral
and intellectual, and far greater than merely making
representational pictures for exhibition.

Eucalyptus Regnans, 2012, ash,
polymer, on canvas, 150 x 240cm.
Photograph care of the artist.
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produced from 2012 – 2018. When Hewitt recounts this

N I G E L
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the proverbial wasteland that is the remnant of the
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Tasmania. He has been overwhelmed by experiencing
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forests of ‘Eucalyptus Regnans’ and other species in

-
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Arcadia contrasts John Glover’s The Ruins of the Paestum at Salerno against the
Tasmanian landscape, depicted here in ash. This work by Glover was painted
after his arrival in Launceston from sketches in his diaries, in which he carried his
pre-exisiting notions of idealised and bucolic European landscapes to Tasmania.
Through this juxtaposition Arcadia explores the problematic nature of these
colonial attitudes, and how they continue to affect our approach to the natural
environment today.

1 9

|
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Arcadia, 2016, ash, polymer, oils, wax, timber
veneer on canvas panels, 153 x 183cm. Photograph
by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.

H E WI T T

The Tasmanian landscape in the work is created from ash collected from an area in
Glover country (near Patterdale) which had been cleared and burnt for plantation.
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Photograph by Bewley
Shaylor, 2018.
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on canvas, 83 x 83cm.

N I G E L

Sentinel, 2018, oils, wax

|
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The depiction of this ancient tree is a keystone
within the context of this exhibition and the
environment itself; hence the title, Sentinel. It is a
pencil pine (Athrotaxis cupressoides) an endemic
species isolated to the highlands of Tasmania that
has links to Gondwana. These trees are iconic. They
are like litmus paper to the drying environment and
are extremely vulnerable to this change as signalled
in the four-panelled work Changing of the Guard.
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Hewitt has long displayed a

His landscapes are far removed

propensity for media experimentation.

from the pastoral or picturesque

In the past he has devised a wax

schools and less mediated than the

veneer technique with drawing

panelled paintings by Imants Tillers

to steep his images in veiled

for example, where multiple sources

atmospherics. He also combined

are conflated to address the collision

figurative and geometric interplays

of culture and belonging. The use of

to lend a metaphysical attribute to

panels to build images though does

his representational art. He has a

seem shared with Tillers for both

catalogue of works tracking sites

practical and visual reasons. Working

on international travels. The leap

with ash as the medium, was in part

in Recinder is to cast attention on

almost sub-consciously, informed by

the mythologies and realities of

his experience in the early 2000s of

a localised Australian bush as an

the art of Chinese artist, Zhang Huan,

emblem of contested cultural site

whose work Hewitt had encountered

and manipulated artistic terrain.

in the Saatchi Gallery in London.

Twisted Tarn, 2018, ash, polymer
on marine ply panels, 160 x 178cm.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.

-

In the Wake juxtaposes a historical
photograph from early colonial
Tasmania with a flag symbolising
Western ‘progress’. This creates
an image entwined in a confusion
of histories. What is left in the
wake is a sense of loss.

2 5

-

Zhang Huan has made work from
incense ash gathered from temples,
imbuing his images with a similar
shadowy presence and with the infusion
of devotion in prayer implied in the
incense to death, rebirth and spirit.
Zhang Huan’s use of incense ash has
been likened to the sand painting of

- NH

potential of ash himself when walking
the entrails of fire in the hills above

response to the art of Zhang Huan.

N I G E L

converged with his memories of his

|

Perth. It is as though this experience

R EC I N D ER

Tibetan monks. Hewitt was drawn to the

H E WI T T

In the Wake, 2014, ash, polymer, oils, wax, gold
leaf, expanding foam on canvas, 94 x 150cm.
Photograph by Julien Scheffer, 2018.
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Changing of the Guard, 2018, oils, wax, ash,
polymer, resin on canvas, 40 x 40cm x 4 panels.
Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
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Embarking upon and fulfilling what now forms

This work leaves behind the clues

the exhibition, Recinder, conveys that Hewitt’s

constructed in the symbolic use

purpose was not simply environmentalist. An

of art by McCubbin, Heysen and

investigation of social, cultural and commercial

Glover and perhaps most effectively

ramifications of interaction with the bush have

it gives rise to the insight that Hewitt

each filtered into this work. The expression

imparted before I left the studio.

N I G EL

and within the Western fuelled landscape

being still with it.”

tradition in Australian Art has been transformed
into statements of strength and articulation. To
ponder A Forest Body, 2018 is to feel saturated

N I G E L

|

“It is like going into the forest and

|

and enveloped by the quiet depth, and
simultaneous vulnerability and resilience of the
Australian bush. The velvety black rendering of
a surviving and spurning bush-scape is at once
elusive and concrete. From certain viewpoints
the intricacy and robustness of this work is
fugitive and from others utterly abundant.

A Forest Body, 2018, ash, polymer on canvas
panels, 153 x 224cm. Photograph by Bewley
Shaylor, 2018.

Margaret Moore, 2018
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angered Hewitt in his traversing of our continent
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is a provocation. All that has concerned and
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Bewley Shaylor, 2018.
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veneer on canvas panels, 153 x 183cm. Photograph by

Both images depict a pathway leading
into evening light, Heysen’s is a
celebration of the potential of a new
day and an ideal future. While the
ash image reflects the close of day
and the fast approaching night.

N I G E L

Cross-cutting, 2018, ash, polymer, oils, wax, timber

The surface of the ash landscape,
littered with charred remnants of the
2016 Tarkine fires, speaks about the
subject’s innate vulnerability and its
uneasy future. In our contemporary
relationship with landscape we face a
dilemma, needing to choose between
preservation and production, while
understanding the impacts the last
century has had on the natural world.

|

The easel in the foreground calls up the
presence of two artists – Heysen and
myself – both of whom are implicated in
the landscapes represented. Each canvas
is reflective of the artist’s time and the
ways in which the Australian landscape
is valued and understood. For Heysen,
painting in the early twentieth century
in the newly formed Commonwealth
of Australia, the landscape was
idealised and romanticised for its great
agricultural and social potential. One
hundred years later, I am representing
landscapes under threat.

-
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In this work I contrast Hans Heysen’s
Droving into the Light (1914-22) with
an ash landscape at Lake Saint Clair in
Tasmania.
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ABOUT NIGEL HEWITT

www.nigelhewitt.com.au
Artist Nigel Hewitt in front of his work Ghosts on the
Tarn Shelf. Photograph by Bewley Shaylor, 2018.

H E WI T T

Nigel Hewitt’s artistic career has developed strongly and consistently since his
graduation from art school in 1977. Exploring and shaping the world of his imagination
through his chosen medium, he has exhibited extensively in solo and group shows
nationally and internationally. Hewitt has been awarded several national and international
residencies, has been published widely, has been chosen for numerous private and
corporate commissions and has received many local and national art awards throughout
his career. Hewitt’s works are widely collected and he is represented in the collections of
the Art Gallery of Western Australia, Curtin University, Edith Cowan University, Artbank,
Kerry Stokes Collection, BankWest, Wesfarmers, Holmes a Court Collection, The Stein
Collection, among many others.
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In 2015 Hewitt won The Glover Prize, the country’s richest landscape art award, and in
2016 was granted a Creative Development Fellowship from the Department of Culture
and the Arts to explore ash as a medium to interrogate our relationship to the natural
environment This exhibition has been developed as a result of this fellowship.
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Nigel Hewitt is a senior visual artist based in Perth, Western Australia and Hobart,
Tasmania. Hewitt‘s artworks are most frequently mixed media on canvas, with subjects
ranging from contemporary environmental and political issues to the personal and
ambiguous notions of identity and existence.
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